We consider three closely related infinite two person games in which the second player has a winning perfect information strategy and examine under what conditions it suffices for the second player to remember only the most recent two moves in the game in order to insure a win. Strategies depending on this information only are called coding strategies.
Let (X, x) be a Tx-space, and let J be its ideal of nowhere dense sets. (J) denotes the collection of meager (also known as first category-) subsets of X. Throughout the paper we assume that the Tx -spaces under consideration do not have isolated points (the assumption is not important and only made to avoid trivialités). Consider the following game of length co, denoted by RG(7). In the first inning ONE picks a meager set 7?, , and TWO responds with a nowhere dense set Wx . In the second inning ONE picks a meager set B2 (which does not have to bear any relation to sets picked in previous innings), and TWO responds with a nowhere dense set W2, and so on. The players play an inning for each positive integer and construct a sequence (Bx,Wx,...,Bm,Wm,...), where for each positive integer m, Bm is ONE 's meager set picked during inning m and Wm is TWO's nowhere dense set picked during the inning. Such a sequence is called a play of RG(J), and TWO is declared the winner of this play if \J^LX Bn ç \J^=X Wn . It is an elementary exercise to show that TWO has a winning perfect information strategy in the game RG(7), i.e. there is a function F: <W(J) -► J such that every play (Bx,Wx,...,Bm,Wm,...) of RG(/) with Wm = F(BX, ... , Bm) for each positive integer m is won by TWO. We say that TWO followed strategy F and call the resulting play an 7-"-play.
In this paper we investigate if TWO really needs this much memory to insure a win. A function F: J x (/)->•/ is called a coding strategy for TWO and will be called a winning coding strategy for TWO in the game RG(7) if every play (Bx, Wx, ... , Bm, Wm , ... ) of RG(7) with Wx = F(0, Bx) and Wn+X = F(Wn, Bn+X) for each positive integer n is won by TWO. Intuitively speaking, a coding strategy is a strategy that requires remembering only the most recent move of TWO and of ONE to decide what move to make next. The choice of the term "coding strategy" is motivated by the methods used to show that a player has a winning strategy of this kind.
In the first section we characterize those r,-spaces for which TWO has a winning coding stategy in the game RG(7) (Theorem 2). In the second section we consider coding strategies for TWO in the game WMG(7), which is just RG(/) with the additional rule that ONE must also play Bm ç Bm+X for each positive integer m . We show that if the generalized continuum hypothesis is true then TWO has a winning coding strategy in the game WMG(7) for all Tx-spaces (Theorem 5). We suspect that the additional set theoretic hypothesis used in the proof is superfluous and that this result is simply a theorem of ZFC (Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory, including the axiom of choice). In the third and final section of this paper we consider the existence of winning coding strategies of TWO in the game WMEG (J), which is just the game WMG(7) with the additional rule that TWO wins only if (J~ , Bn = |J~ , Wn . It is not clear for which Tx-spaces TWO has a winning coding strategy in the game WMEG (J). We merely give evidence that the answer is not simply "all Tx -spaces" (Theorem 6) or "no 77, -spaces" (Theorem 7).
Our terminology and notation is standard and can be found in most current textbooks on set theory. [2] or [6] should be sufficient references for the basic set theoretic facts that we use. Two other versions of the games considered here were introduced in [3] where we were interested in a different type of winning strategy for TWO. The reader interested in the original motivation for considering meager-nowhere dense games could consult the introductory discussion of [3] . Readers interested in reading more about topological games should read Telgarsky's survey article [5] .
We thank Professor Fred Galvin for patiently listening to some proofs and for his very useful commentary on the matters we discuss here.
1. The RANDOM GAME on J, RG (7) Recall that a family J of subsets of an infinite set S is called a free ideal on S if: S is not in J, every finite subset of S is in J ; if A is in J and B is a subset of A , then B is in J ; and if A and B are in J, so is A U B . For a free ideal 7 on 5 we denote by (J) the smallest family of subsets of S that contains / and is closed under countable unions; we call (J) the cr-completion of J . The following statements are equivalent for a family J of subsets of S :
(a) J is a free ideal on S.
(b) There is a Tx -topology x on S such that (i) (S, x) has no isolated points, and (ii) J is the collection of nowhere dense subsets of S. (Proof of (a) =*■ (b). Put a set in x if it is the complement of a set in J . Then x is a topology on S, which is 77, because J is free; x satisfies (i) because S is not in J , and (ii) because any set not in J is dense.) In view of this equivalence we henceforth discuss matters using the more convenient notion of a free ideal and its rj-completion instead of the equivalent topological terminology.
The following fact is the main device used to construct coding strategies for TWO in the games considered in this paper.
Lemma 1 (The Coding Lemma). Let (P, <) be a partially ordered set such that for every p in P, \{q £ P: p < q}\ = \P\. For every family of sets 77 with \H\ < \P\ there is a function <P: P -> <WH such that for each p in P and each (hx, ... ,hn) e <WH there is a q £ P with p < q and <P(<?) = (hx, ... , hn).
Proof. By the hypotheses P is infinite. Let <<u77 = {U: £ < \P\} be a surjective enumeration of <WH. For p in P put Ap = {q £ P: p < q} . Then {Ap : p in P} is a family of \P\ many sets, each of size \P\. Choose (see [6, p. 53, Lemma 2.7.2]) a pairwise disjoint family {Q^ : <* < \P\} for which for all t\ < \P\,
(ii) Qç c P, and (iii) Q^A\Ap^0 for each p in P. It is natural to ask if an additional set theoretic hypothesis such as GCH is needed to prove the assertion of Corollary 3. In [4] we investigate this question further.
The weakly monotonic game, WMG(7)
Fix a free ideal J C p(S) and its a-completion (J). Recall that an infinite sequence (77,, Wx, ... ,Bn, Wn, ...) is a play of WMG(7) if for each positive integer n, Bn C Bn+X £ (J) and Wn £ J. TWO wins this play of WMG (7) if oo oo n=\ n=\
Since every play of WMG (7) is also a play of RG(/) it follows from Corollary 3 that if GCH is true and if the cardinality of the underlying set S has uncountable cofinality, then TWO has a winning coding strategy in WMG(7). Lemma 4 enables us to proved this result for the case when the cardinality of S has countable cofinality.
Lemma 4 (Induction from countably many summands). Let J c p(S) be a free ideal and assume that for some partition S = \J^=xSn (where {Sn:n a positive integer} is a collection ofipairwise disjoint nonempty sets), TWO has a winning coding strategy in WMG(7S ) for each n. Then TWO has a winning coding strategy in WMG(7). be a play of WMG (7) during which TWO used F . Then Wx = F(0, 77,) and Wn+X = F(Wn, Bn+X) for each positive integer n . An inductive computation shows that Wx is defined by Case 1 and Wn is defined by Case 2 for all integers n > 1 . The result then follows from the fact that each of the coding stategies Fn is winning for TWO on the particular part of S, and that these are progressively used to build TWO's responses. D
We are now ready to prove Theorem 5.
Theorem 5 (GCH). Whenever J c p(S) is a free ideal, TWO has a winning coding strategy in WMG(7).
Proof. The proof is by induction on |5|. Case 1. cof(|5"|) > N0 . Then the result follows from Corollary 3. Case 2. cof(|.S|) = N0 . The result follows from Lemma 4, using the induction hypothesis. D I don't know a proof of this theorem in ZFC; one certainly does not need the full strength of GCH to derive the conclusion of this theorem. In all the specific examples that we have considered thus far, it turned out that TWO has a winning coding strategy and that this could be proven in ZFC. In particular, if A is a cardinal number of countable cofinality and S is an infinite set, then TWO has a winning coding strategy in WMG (7) where J is the collection [S]K . In the case when X is co, even more can be said about the coding stategies of TWO. This last observation will be discussed elsewhere in the context of results by Ciesielski and Laver (see [1] ) about a game of D. Gale.
We also have a proof in ZFC that if the cardinality of the underlying set 5 is less than Nw and if J c p(S) is a free ideal, then TWO has a winning coding strategy in WMG(7). This evidence leads us to the following conjecture.
Conjecture. It is a theorem ofiZFC that for every infinite set S, whenever J c p(S) is a free ideal then TWO has a winning coding strategy in WMG(7).
At this stage the following is the simplest unverified case of this conjecture. Problem 1. It is a theorem of ZFC that for every free ideal J c p(^.w ) TWO has a winning coding strategy in WMG (7) Ldi Bn = U^li Wn . This section is a discussion of how serious a restriction on TWO this winning condition (as opposed to that of WMG (7) ) is. We have not yet characterized those free ideals J for which TWO has a winning coding strategy in WMEG (/). In this section we merely give evidence that the answer is not simply "All free ideals" or "No free ideals." Proof. It suffices to prove this theorem for k = cox and for strategies F as above, which also have the property that 7^(77) C 77 and F(WX, ... , Wn, B) ç B for Wx, ... ,Wn£j and 77 £ (J). (**) Put A = {y < cox: y is a limit ordinal} and let F be such a strategy of TWO.
Claim. There is a sequence ((Tn, Sn, an): n e co) such that for all (appropriate) n in co (ii) Sn = {y £Sn_x: F(T0, ... , Tn_x, y) = TJ is stationary in eu, ; and (iii) if y1 £ Sj and yj < yj+x for 0 < j < n then (y0, TQ, ... , yn, Tn) is an F-position in WMEG (/).
Proof of the claim. Such a sequence is constructed by induction.
Step 1. Define /: A -> cox : y -> fi(y) = maxF(y)(< y). Since fi is It is left to the reader to check that 77 is a winning coding strategy for TWO in WMEG (J). D Example 1 (continued). / = {N c R: N is nowhere dense}. If we assume for example the continuum hypothesis or Martin's axiom, the hypotheses of Theorem 7 are satisfied for this example and it follows that TWO has a winning coding strategy in WMEG (J). Thus, for this example we at least have the consistency of the statement that TWO has a winning coding strategy in WMEG (/).
It is conceivable however, that one could prove this without additional set theoretic hypotheses. In particular, Problem 2. It is a theorem of ZFC that TWO has a winning coding strategy in the game WMEG (J) where J = {N c R: N is nowhere dense } ? Example 2 (continued). J = [k]k where co = cof(A) < X < k are infinite cardinals. We showed in Theorem 6 that if X = co then TWO does not have a winning coding strategy in these examples. However, when X is uncountable and k is less than or equal to the continuum and if the hypotheses of Theorem 7 holds (e.g. when Martin's axiom holds), then TWO has a winning coding strategy in WMEG (/). Thus it is consistent that TWO has a winning coding strategy in WMEG (J) for such J . 
